Your 2022 Hands-On Guide to Harvesting & Prosperity

FENG SHUI TIPS
for 2022

A Massage from Master Alex
Thanks so much for downloading this "FENG SHUI Tips for 2022" guide. My name is Master
Alex Zi.
We are all suffering from an excruciatingly long pandemic season, which has had a massive
effect on the majority of us. And it's completely understandable that it's not easy for everyone.
Life can be challenging at times, but the storm will not last indefinitely. Our future remains
hopeful and prosperous. It is preferable for us to remain strong and optimistic. And there is
something we can do now, which is to put an end to the hatred and spread the love.
Feng Shui is a very ancient form of Chinese wisdom that entails exterior and interior design,
landscape design, family member arrangement, and ENERGY MANAGEMENT, also known as
"QI." “Qi” is a type of intangible cosmic energy that has nothing to do with religion. Because
Feng Shui is a form of wisdom, not religion, it should not conflict with your personal values.
If we can apply this ancient Feng Shui wisdom to our lives, it can help us improve our financial
fortune, health, career path, relationship, intimacy, learning ability, and reputation, among
other things. I hope you find this brief booklet useful.
Please visit www.masteralexzi.com to learn more about us and our services.
Disclaimer: This guide is solely for the purpose of general education and cultural exchange. Because everyone's BaZi (birth time and date) is
distinctive and each property's Feng Shui is unique, please contact the Master Alex team for additional assistance with your specific situation.
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Congenital Advantages

however, that when dealing with unnecessary daily
chores, a casual style of you will emerge.

Adaptability
No matter how bad the situation is or how sudden
the problem appears, you can always devise a
solution. If somebody needs advice, you should
be the first person they contact.

Charming
You were probably born to be a leader with adaptable communication skills and resilience. Your
sense of humor and erudition are also irresistible.
Kindness
You have a helpful, kind, and friendly soul, which
has contributed you win a lot of amazing friendships.

Smart
Born with such a unique insight, you sometimes
can discover a hidden opportunity and avoid running into a trap. You have a great chance of being
successful with this.

Congenital Disadvantages

Be caution for a big job
When there is a critical moment, you frequently
exercise caution and think deeply about it. People
probably say you think too much or are too timid
to them at times. When someone gets to know you
well, they will notice that you are not timid, but
rather cautious. This is a fantastic trait. You simply
do not want to take an unnecessary risk.

Suspicious
Sometimes you do think too much. Some situations are just not what you think. You can overthink
things at times. Some situations are simply not
what they appear to be.
Easily frightened
Being cautious is a positive trait, but being overly
cautious may result in missed opportunities.

Take it easy for daily chores
You may have a general impression of impulsiveness and recklessness. People do not realize,

Short-sighted
When you become overly materialistic, your
5

be a little bit hectic. While the career's overall
fortunes are still somewhat ups and downs, this
year is conducive to retaining the post and working diligently. If there are any significant changes,
you must pause and exercise caution first.

discerning eyes may become clouded.
Best business partner: Monkey & Dragon
Soulmate: Ox
Stay away: Horse, Rabbit & Goat
Good luck timing:
7AM to 9AM & 3PM to 5PM

Love Forecast
The love life of this year is relatively stable. If you
are still looking for your love but your target haven’t show up yet, this year the love energy is not
too strong, you have to try in many ways to
increase your exposure rate. You don’t have to be
too impatient if you have someone you are pursuing. It is also a good choice to send a little more
time for the other person to adapt. The love life of
married people are relatively stable.

Bad luck timing:
11AM to 3PM & 5AM to 7AM
2002
Overall Forecast
This year is not particularly difficult, but it is also
not particularly advantageous for you. Increasing
your charitable giving will undoubtedly benefit the
community, and you will benefit as well. If you are
required to attend a funeral, it may not be the best
course of action for you; consider your options
carefully before proceeding. June and August may
present additional challenges; however, maintain
your composure and your luck will improve.

Family Forecast
Perhaps you'll be a little busier this year, or perhaps there's another reason you'll spend less
time with your family. It appears as though there is
a layer separating you from your family. Misunderstandings are common. It is critical to demonstrate your love and concern for them. Furthermore, take good care of your pet.

Wealth Forecast
This year's wealth fortunes are somewhat erratic,
and the critical thing to remember is to live within
your means and avoid impulsive spending. Additional caution is necessary in terms of investment
and financial management, as an unintentional
error could result in a loss in your portfolio.

Health Forecast
This year, the destructive energy is not as strong.
Thus, only minor health concerns may arise. Take
extra care with the food you eat and the beverages
you consume; this will undoubtedly assist. Regular exercise, yoga, or meditation will help.

Career Forecast
This year, you'll have more opportunities to travel
for business and long distances, and it's going to

6



  

 
 
  
  
  

 
 

Congenital Advantages

Loyalty
No one can compel you to betray a friendship or a
connection that you have made a commitment to.

Reliability
If you say you'll do something, you'll almost
certainly accomplish it. You have a lot of obligations as an Ox, yet no matter how terrible things
get, you'll keep going.

Honesty
Honesty is the best policy, and it's likely your credo
as well.

Confidence
Although you can be quite subjective at times, you
are self-assured. You can always stick to your own
point of view, regardless of what other people
think.

Congenital Disadvantages
Stubborn
It is nearly impossible to change your mind once
you have made a decision.

Methodical
You not only have excellent working skills, but you
can also manage effectively. Others may feel overwhelmed or even irritated when faced with such a
massive workload. However, you may always organize your massive job burden in a systematic
manner.

Subjective
Your sixth sense is quite acute. But you can't see
all the angles if you rely on it too much.
Broken heart
You should be completely honest with your pals. If
someone betrays you, a wound in your heart will
remain unhealed.

Activist
Your acquaintance might enjoy doing a lot of
brainstorming, and some of them might come up
with a thorough plan. You are the one who will
carry it out and make it a reality.

Best business partner: Snake & Rooster
7

Soulmate: Rat
Stay away: Goat, Dog & Horse
Good luck timing: 9AM to 11AM & 5PM to 7PM
Bad luck timing: 1PM to 3PM & 7PM to 9PM

Career Forecast
Even though you may encounter some difficulties
this year, they are not significant. Your career outlook is quite optimistic; you may earn the respect of
your supervisor or even receive a promotion this
2002
year. If you're considering a career change or startOverall Forecast
ing your own business, this year is also favorable for
There were far too many obstacles and unexpected
you.
frustrations last year. It even gives you a sense of
suffocation. However, this year, the bad luck has Love Forecast
passed you by and you are embarking on a brand This year's love energy is quite strong, and it's an
new chapter. Additional opportunities are on the excellent year for marriage. If you are still single, you
horizon. Additional good people will surround you must cherish this year's good fortune. Participate in
and assist you. You will have a new beginning. Take more events, venture out more frequently, and be
pleasure in it. July and August may bring new chal- more active; someone is waiting for you.
lenges or even a crisis. Please exercise caution
Family Forecast
when handling it.
Understand that you will be extremely busy this year,
Wealth Forecast
but you still have a responsibility to someone you
You should be more assertive this year, as your care about. It is critical to spend quality time with
financial fortune is favorable. However, given the your family.
market's current volatility, investors should exerHealth Forecast
cise caution. Once you've decided to invest, please
There should be no significant health crisis. If it
keep a close eye on the market to ensure that you
does, there may be an issue with the Feng Shui;
can react quickly. Consult with a professional
please correct it immediately.
before taking action is a smart option. Even if you
dislike investing, you may experience an unexpected windfall. If someone owes you money from a
long time ago, he may return it to you.
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Congenital Advantages

Tiger female
Be cautious and think things through properly so
that you can be beneficial in all aspects of life.

Courageous
Being willing to try new things and not being afraid
to take risks are qualities that will help you succeed.

Congenital Disadvantages
Domineering
Your largest natural weakness is a character who
enjoys dominating people. It's simple to put
unnecessary pressure on your pals.

Like to act alone
You have obtained a strong insight as a result of
your personality's ability to operate independently.
Generous
Enthusiasm, generosity, and helpfulness are qualities that help you make good friends.

Emotional
Your emotional ups and downs are also very visible
in your life. But you are beginning to gain more control.

Protect others
When your friends require aid, you will always step
forward. When you observe the weak being
bullied, you will feel compelled to protect them for
no apparent reason.

Hot temper
Perhaps you are aware that being in a bad mood
can be incredibly terrifying.
Best business partner: Horse & Dog
Soulmate: Pig
Stay away: Monkey, Snake & Tiger
Good luck timing: 11AM to 1PM & 7PM to 9PM
Bad luck timing: 9AM to 11AM & 3PM to 5PM

Tiger male
Tigers have a strong and aggressive nature, and
they are prone to clash with people due to differences. It's also because of this competitive attitude that you're able to progress and push past
your limits on a regular basis.
9

2002
Overall Forecast
This year is the Year of the Tiger, and your zodiac
sign corresponds to that of the Tiger. Offending
"Tai Sui" is a term that has been used in the past
to describe this situation. For this same zodiac
sign, the style is more precisely described as "Zhi
Tai Sui," which means "offending Zhi Tai Sui."
Your year has not been relaxing as a result of these
circumstances. Various roadblocks and disagreements may arise during the process. This year,
keeping a low profile and being more patient with
those around you will prove to be the most effective
strategy for success. It is anticipated that the
potential harm will be minimized as a result. If you
are a student, you will find this year to be particularly challenging for you. You will be easily distracted, and it will be difficult for you to maintain your
concentration throughout the day. Regularly practicing meditation may prove to be beneficial.
August and May are particularly challenging
months for you.

Career Forecast
It is not advisable to begin a new job or business at
this time of year. Your supervisor, colleagues,
clients, and other stakeholders may prove challenging to deal with. Please inhale deeply and hold on.
Your inner wisdom will guide you toward resolving
those difficulties.
Love Forecast
There is a high likelihood that you and your companion will easily become embroiled in a conflict and
argument. Please remain polite. First, take a walk
and get some fresh air. Don't do anything naive that
could jeopardize your relationship.
Family Forecast
Retaining your composure and walking away from a
confrontation is a wise decision for you. Sometimes
the damage done by words is far greater than you
can imagine.

Health Forecast
Keep a close eye on yourself while driving or getting
into a minor accident; just make sure you don't get
Wealth Forecast
wounded this year. It is recommended that you
This year, investing aggressively, gambling, acting avoid participating in any dangerous activities or
as a guarantor, or lending money to someone is not sports.
a wise decision to make. For the general investment, you must exercise extreme caution and keep
a close eye on the situation. It is a good idea for you
to leave more pocket money and store them in
different locations.
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Congenital Advantages

friend in times of need.

Popular figure
You can easily become a popular figure as you
have a bright and pleasant personality. It helps
you stand out amid the crowd, especially when
combined with your soft and elegant demeanor
and almost flawless appearance.

Optimistic
Your demeanor is upbeat and optimistic, and you
seems always deal with challenges head on. Even if
your life is filled with obstacles at times, you can
always overcome them and even step up to a new
level of living.

Artistic talent
People with Rabbit zodiac are generally mature
and have artistic abilities, particularly the capacity to appreciate art. This will also make you appreciate the pursuit of excellence and pleasure.

Congenital Disadvantages

Prudent
Be cautious and think twice before acting, so that
you can minimize the chance of making mistakes.
Sympathy
You are abundant in sentiments and compassionate. Excellent communication skill is also an
innate talent of you.
Patient
Not everyone possesses the patience that allows
you to be a good listener. It would also assist your

Duplicity
You want to be a nice person and stay that way,
which is a good people skill. But you might have a
second thought now and then.
Universal love
It is quite beneficial to the majority of your friends.
However, someone may overthink and misunderstand you.
Escapism
You might want to disguise and pass the issue
around at times. It may appear to be prudent at
first, but the issue is still present.
11

Best business partner: Pig & Goat
Soulmate: Dog
Stay away: Rooster, Rat & Dragon
Good luck timing: 1PM to 3PM & 7PM to 11PM
Bad luck timing: 5PM to 7PM & 11PM to 1AM

Love Forecast
This year, the love energy is insufficient. However, if
you are born under the Rabbit zodiac, you are born
with excellent people skills and a natural charm. As
a result, it will not be a significant issue for you.

2002
Overall Forecast
This year, squabbles and conflicts with others are
likely. Some of you may even file lawsuits simply
because there is some misunderstanding and
pointless conflict. It is entirely preventable. August
and September will present additional difficulties.

Family Forecast
Family is extremely important to you and is a significant factor in motivating you to work hard. Make an
effort to be more tolerant of your family, they are
worth your time and effort.

Health Forecast
For some people born under the Rabbit zodiac sign,
Wealth Forecast
health is a concern. Additionally, increasing your
You're about to encounter some unexpected awareness of personal hygiene, engaging in regular
expenses. Therefore, please exercise caution in exercise, and getting adequate and regular sleep
managing your wealth. Additionally, aggressive are beneficial.
investing is discouraged this year. Diversification
and low-risk investments are appropriate for you
this year.
Career Forecast
You may be held accountable for an error that has
nothing to do with you. It's completely unjust.
Regardless of how you explain the situation, someone will always attempt to place the blame on you.
This year, numerous obstacles will arise in your
career.

12



 
  
  
   
 
  
  
  
  
   

Congenital Advantages
Indomitable
Work diligently and attentively. Even if you face
challenges and setbacks, you will remain focused
and courageous. This unbreakable spirit is the key
to your success and will help you achieve tremendous career goals.
Idealism
You are a true idealist who will strive for perfection
in all areas. You have high standards for yourself,
as well as your friends and family. Although this
may improve things, it is also easy to put undue
strain on people around you.
Comprehension ability
You have excellent comprehension skills. Regardless of the subject you study, you will grasp the
knowledge faster and more accurately than the
average person.
Creativity
You could always come up with something new,
figure out a fresh approach to tackle difficulties if
you had exceptional creativity. Furthermore, your

imagination will provide you with a great deal of
cerebral pleasure.
Filial piety
Treat your family, especially your parents, with
respect and generosity. Your parents are ecstatic to
have you as a member of the family.
Enjoy an unfettered life
You don't mind being alone sometimes, so you
may really enjoy your life. Your companion will be
envious of your life if you do anything you want and
travel wherever you want.

Congenital Disadvantages
Subjective
Changing your perspective can be difficult at
times. You have a strong point of view that you
frequently express. Other people's viewpoints can
be difficult to accept at times.
Domineering
You can be too dominant at times, putting too
much pressure on those around you.
13

Face failure with trepidation
Life is not always easy, and everyone faces difficulties. It may not be a bad idea for you to understand
how to deal with adversity so that you can overcome it and achieve greater success.

something against you. Take care of them.
Career Forecast
This year is neither too bad nor too fantastic for your
career. You may experience a wage modification
that is more than realistic. However, you will be
assigned additional jobs and responsibilities. You
must strike a balance between job and personal life.

Best business partner: Monkey & Rat
Soulmate: Rooster
Stay away: Dog, Dragon & Rabbit
Good luck timing: 3PM to 7PM & 11PM to 1AM
Bad luck timing: 7AM to 9AM & 7PM to 9PM

Love Forecast
At times, you may be too demanding and dominant,
which will undoubtedly place undue pressure on
your companion. Additionally, keep an eye out for
the infidelity issue.

2002
Overall Forecast
You have an extremely busy year ahead of you. You
have an excessive quantity of jobs to complete.
One could argue that this year is a showcase year
for you. Additional business trips and travel will
keep you even busier. This year, it's all too easy to
make a dumb mistake. Take extra care with your
belongings, especially your identification and
passport, as losing them will cause you a great
deal of trouble. This year, keep an eye out for April,
August and October.

Family Forecast
Spend as much time as possible with your parents
(if they still here). Give them a call, pay them a visit,
take them to a nice restaurant; please cherish this
priceless moment.
Health Forecast
Driving cautiously and exercising more frequently
are beneficial to your health. The star of sickness is
staring at you; do not give it a chance.

Wealth Forecast
This year's financial fortunes are not dreadful, but
there will be some unforeseen expenses, so be prepared. A new investment opportunity may arise;
please carefully examine it. There is a fraud going
on out there, and some scumbags are plotting

14

 


  
  
   
 
   
 
  
  
   

Congenital Advantages
Plan ahead
You're great at setting objectives and devising
thorough plans to achieve them. Taking small
steps toward your goal will increase your chances
of success in life.
Unique insight
There's always the possibility that you'll come
across an opportunity that no one else sees. You
can therefore always take the first step and invest
before everyone realizes the potential.
Enjoyment is a passion, while financial prudence
is a virtue
The majority of people born in the year of the
Snake know how to have fun and be kind to themselves. However, you may quite astute in terms of
how you spend your money. As a result, your
acquaintance may get the sense that you are concerned about how the money is used. It's possible
that someone will believe you're stingy. But they
don't realize it's because of your foresight and
strategy.

Flexibility
You were born to be a good problem solver since
you are flexible in addressing various situations.
Strong money-making skills
Trading, making money, and surviving in a harsh
economic society are no longer problems for you
because you are so accustomed to this modern
world.
Strong viability
Assume there is a live television show. You must
send yourself to a remote island and survive in a
primitive wilderness with few resources. I am confident that you will easily win the game.

Congenital Disadvantages
Suspicious
You don't always have faith in your friends, family,
or lovers. Sometimes you are overly suspicious and
believe in things that aren't true. This will have a
significant impact on your interpersonal relationships.

15

Emotional unstable
Maintaining a healthy EQ can be difficult for
certain people. This emotional anxiety may arise
from time to time. Simply take a step back and
relax; it will undoubtedly help.

Wealth Forecast
When it comes to investing, extreme caution is
required. This year, it is highly recommended that
you refrain from aggressive investment tactics. If
you make a joint investment with a friend or relative,
it is easy for disagreements to escalate into conflict.

Possessive
Nobody wants to lose someone or something they
care about. However, if you hang on too tightly, it
will be difficult for both of you. It's possible that
both of you will experience a great deal of unnecessary stress.

Career Forecast
Maintain composure with your supervisor, coworkers, and clients; additional tolerance is required.
There will be a great deal of pressure and upsetting
events; please keep a positive attitude.

Best business partner: Rooster & Xo
Soulmate: Monkey
Stay away: Pig & Tiger
Good luck timing: 3PM to 7PM & 1AM to 3AM
Bad luck timing: 9PM to 11PM & 3AM to 5AM

Love Forecast
The energy of love is not hostile. You should enjoy
your love and intimacy life. Simply avoid engaging in
any affair-related activities; you will regret it.

Family Forecast
2002
Making an attempt to listen, actually listening with
Overall Forecast
an open heart, without preconceived beliefs. Put
The Snake zodiac and the Year of the Tiger do not yourself in their shoes and go through what they are
get along. There is an offending "Tai Sui" this year. going through. It will aid you in reestablishing a posA more precise term for this style is "Xing Tai Sui," itive rapport with them.
which refers to a type of offense against "Tai Sui."
Health Forecast
As a result, numerous obstacles and conflicts will
Minor issues may arise, but they are unlikely to be
arise. This is a difficult year for you. Avoid injury
fatal. Maintaining a healthy work-life balance may
and excessive financial loss. Avoid gambling and
help.
maintain a pleasant demeanor with those around
you.

16



  
   
 
  
 
  
  
   
 

Congenital Advantages
Optimistic & talkative
You have a sunny disposition and an upbeat personality, which makes it easier for you to stand out
at social gatherings, and people enjoy talking to
you. With such advanced people skills, you will
gain a lot of friendship and support.
Warm heart
Sympathy comes naturally to you because you
have such a kind heart. Offering assistance to
someone in need or simply being a good listener
to a friend is a lovely initiative. In exchange, your
pals will gladly lend a helping hand whenever you
require it.
Freedom
You adore independence and live a carefree existence. You don't want your actions to be influenced by secular matters.
Good public speaker
You were destined to be a leader. Delivering an
inspiring speech does not appear to be a difficult
assignment for you.

With ideas
You always have a plethora of ideas and can quickly come up with an innovative solution when one is
required. This is another reason why your friends
want to take your advice.
Ambition
With an ambitious heart, you always expect that
everything will go well and that you will always be
ahead of the competition.

Congenital Disadvantages
Care too much
You may get overly concerned with what others
think of you at times. To please others, you may feel
compelled to act generous, which can lead to
needless spending.
Lack of persistence
You are a self-motivated individual, yet you are not
always able to persevere to the end. As a result, the
ending can be anticlimactic and disappointing.
Not able to keep secret
You may find it challenging to keep a secret at
17

times. If you are not paying close enough attention, ment is more advisable.
you may unintentionally divulge the secret.
Career Forecast
Best business partner: Tiger & Dog
Although this is a pleasant year for you, someone
Soulmate: Goat
out there is always looking to cause you harm. Take
Stay away: Rat, Ox & Rabbit
care around that individual.
Good luck timing: 1PM to 3PM & 7PM to 9PM
Love Forecast
Bad luck timing: 11PM to 3AM & 5AM to 7AM
This year's love energy is quite strong, making it
2002
ideal for you to marry this year. If you're still single,
Overall Forecast
socialize with your friends and have a good time.
This is a pleasant and fruitful year to you. Numer- Perhaps you will come across one unexpectedly.
ous opportunities await you. It's almost as if this is
Family Forecast
a new beginning for you. Take advantage of the
If you and a family member have had a dispute in the
timing and have fun. One thing to keep in mind is
past, this year is an excellent time to resolve your
that you should make every effort to avoid conflict
differences.
with others. Take into consideration the possibility
of a lawsuit out there.
Health Forecast
Keep an eye out for previous illness or damage.
Wealth Forecast
Minor discomfort and sickness are pursuing you.
This year, you've had some good investment luck.
Utilize it and reap the benefits. If there are any new
investment tools or formats, please exercise caution before taking action. A more prudent invest-
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Congenital Advantages
Endurance
Amazing endurance will assist you in achieving
any goal that you have set for yourself. You can do
anything, no matter how difficult it is or how long it
takes.
The best PR
You are the best goodwill ambassador because
you have a strong team spirit, a helpful heart, and
excellent people skills.

Because you have a tremendous desire to study
everything there is to know, you are extremely
knowledgeable.
Selfless
Goat is the most selfless team player among the 12
zodiac. You are willing to sacrifice your personal
interests for the good of the team.

Congenital Disadvantages

Master in life
Despite the fact that you appear to have no strong
personal preferences or opinions, you are actually
a firm believer. A laid-back attitude can help you
avoid social and even political dangers.

Sentimental
It is very possible for you to become too concerned
and even depressed. Perhaps it's time to relax and
accept things as they are. Perhaps something
unexpected happens in the future, but that's okay
since there will always be a solution.

Filial piety
Your parents are extremely fortunate to have a
child like you. You are a vital member of the family.
Things get better with your assistance.

Shy
People may misunderstand you as a bashful
person. They don't realize, though, that you are
overly preoccupied with your image.

Savvy
You resemble a scientist who is skilled at research
and enjoys inspecting things from the inside out.

Hard to recover from setbacks
Someone may acquire your trust far too quickly at
times. It will take a long time for you to recover
19

after he has betrayed you.

increase emergency funding reserves.

Best business partner: Pig & Rabbit
Soulmate: Horse
Stay away: Ox, Dog & Rat
Good luck timing: 11AM to 1PM & 9PM to 11PM
Bad luck timing: 7PM to 9PM & 11PM to 3AM

Career Forecast
Because you are such an excellent team player,
there are numerous opportunities for you to shine.
Although it is quite hectic and difficult, the satisfaction is incredible.

2002
Overall Forecast
This year, you'll have the sense that it's a relief.
Finally, the bad luck has passed you by and you can
resume your normal life. Things will begin to shift in
a positive direction. It is time for you to take a seat
and unwind. Avoid excessive worry. There is always
an exit strategy.

Love Forecast
The love energy is quite strong this year. Enjoy the
sweet and intimacy.
Family Forecast
Family has always been extremely important to you.
Spending more time with them as a household is a
good choice. Your pet, too, requires your affection;
do not let it forget.

Wealth Forecast
Health Forecast
When you travel more and conduct more business
There is no imminent danger for the majority of the
trips, your financial situation will improve. HowevGoat zodiac. Simply take it easy and avoid excessive
er, keep an eye on your expenses. It is time to
worry. Calm down and take a deep breath.

20

  

  

 
 
 
   
  

 

Congenital Advantages
Smart
Monkey is one of the wisest zodiac signs. Whatever the situation, the spot light seems to be drawn
to you at all times. It can be aggravating at times
because you may not always want to attract so
much attention.
Leadership
You were destined to be a leader who enjoys widespread support from the followers. Sarcastically,
it appears that the bulk of Rebel Leaders were
born in the year of the Monkey.
Helpful
It's possible that your popularity stems from your
willingness to assist others. When you need help,
there is always someone who is willing to lend a
helping hand.
Flexible
Flexibility is such an admirable quality in you that
it even aids you in solving difficult challenges in
an innovative and effective manner.

Deceive you? No way
Taking advantage of you is tough unless you are
willing to scarify. But the odd thing is that you
might play the role of the befuddled and let someone you care to reap the benefits of you.
Articulate
You are quick to respond, articulate well, and have
a keen sense of nonverbal cues. If you're pleased,
you'll say a lot of sweet things; if you're not, your
words will come out like a sharp blade.

Congenital Disadvantages
Pride
You have much too many abilities and are far too
competent. You will occasionally emanate a proud
demeanor.
Nosy
It's not always a terrible thing to keep a low profile
and avoid getting into unnecessary conflict. You
might have more pleasurable moments.
Be fond of the spotlight
Bring us superior sensation under the spotlight.

21

However, when all the eyes watch over you, it can card bills and avoid excessive spending.
be rather nettlesome.
Career Forecast
Best business partner: Rat & Dragon
Too much pressure causes near-asphyxia. Your boss
Soulmate: Snake
appears to be excessively demanding. And your
Stay away: Tiger & Pig
coworkers simply do not get you. Your effectiveness
Good luck timing: 11PM to 1AM & 7AM to 11AM
will deteriorate, and problems will continue to
Bad luck timing: 9PM to 11PM & 3AM to 5AM
follow you. Just hang in there; the difficult period
will pass.
2002
Overall Forecast
Love Forecast
This year will be filled with obstacles, frustrations, Please make every effort to avoid conflict. Despite
ups and downs. Something unexpected could the fact that you are representing the justice side,
occur. Here are some words of wisdom for you.
your companion acted in a nonsensical manner.
Again, persevere; the tumultuous period will pass.
Avoid any country that is underdeveloped or any
location that is unsafe.
Family Forecast
Take it easy, as numerous vexing things will For some of you, family may be your last resort. Even
surround you.
if no one appears to understand you, your family will
Avoid drastic changes.
always share their love with you.
Locate Rat and Dragon zodiac; they will assist
Health Forecast
you.
February, May, August, and November should be For some of you, there is cause for concern. Simply
be cautious.
extremely cautions.
Wealth Forecast
This year, investing and gambling appear to be bad
ideas for you. Pay closer attention to your credit
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Congenital Advantages
People skills
Roosters know how to deal with people. Someone
is always drawn to you because of your lovely personality. Whatever the scenario is, it is a piece of
cake for you.
Loyalty
If you regard someone to be a friend or a partner,
you will never betray them. You have a helpful
character as well. You will not hesitate to assist
someone who is in need. This is something that
should be treasured by everyone.
Stable
Roosters' work performance, mental state, and
physical state are all relatively steady. It's wonderful news for your boss because he has a good
team.
Efficiency
When your supervisor delegated a job obligation
to you, he will be at ease. You'll undoubtedly complete it in the allotted time.

Decisive
You will stick to your decision and attain your goal
after you have made up your mind. Perhaps there
are some roadblocks. They will not defeat you, but
rather strengthen you.
Gentle and humble
With nice and easygoing characters, you can make
a lot of good friends. Getting along with you is also
a nice experience for your companion.

Congenital Disadvantages
Stubborn
Someone may have informed you that you are
really obstinate. The truth is that you have your own
valuable system and principle. It is not required to
make drastic changes. And it you, the real you.
Go your own way
You don't always care what other people think. You
will stick to it as long as it is appropriate to you.
Ups and downs
Your life is filled with difficulties. There are far too
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many ups and downs. Those challenges will sure and workload pressing on you. You need to
strengthen your mind and allow you to become the reorganize your work and recruit additional assisperson you truly are.
tance. Additionally, keep an eye out for those who
are smiling alongside you but are planning someBest business partner: Snake & Ox
thing sneaky behind your back.
Soulmate: Dragon
Stay away: Rabbit, Rooster & Dog
Love Forecast
Good luck timing: 7AM to 11AM & 1AM to 3AM
This year's love energy is not overpowering. HowevBad luck timing: 5AM to 7AM & 5PM to 7PM
er, you possess an inherent charm that would be
extremely beneficial.
2002
Overall Forecast
Family Forecast
Not too bad and not too good for you this year. Take This year, it appears as though conflicts are concare, as someone may betray you. Collaboration stantly following you. Sometimes it's prudent to
with another person may be a source of concern. simplify and walk away from the confrontation zone
March, August, and October will all have some sort first. Additionally, you must exercise caution and
of challenge.
avoid hurting anyone as a result of your impulsiveness and recklessness.
Wealth Forecast
This year's financial fortunes have been less than Health Forecast
smooth. Avoid overspending on your lovely cash. There are no specific health concerns. Of course,
Avoid excessive investment in a single project. exercising regularly and getting adequate sleep are
Keep a close eye on the market. It will assist.
always critical.
Career Forecast
There appears to be an excessive amount of pres-
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Congenital Advantages
Honest & loyal
It's amazing to have a friend like you. Because you
are trustworthy and loyal, you will never betray a
buddy. Instead, if your friend requires assistance,
you will gladly lend a hand.
Friendly & humble
It's a great pleasure to get along with you. It's just
so serene and amazing to be with you. Imagine
hanging out with you after a long day at work and
enjoying a drink with you without any worry. It's
very incredible.
Charming
You have a secret charisma that is quite attractive.
Someone is always obsessed with you. Even if you
haven't done anything particularly noteworthy,
there is always something appealing about you.
Romantic
Your sweetheart is extremely fortunate since you
will constantly express your affection for him or
her in a romantic way.

Love to enjoy
You were born with the ability to enjoy life. Hang out
with you; life is more delightful when you're present.
Peaceful
By staying away from right or wrong and keeping
arguments at bay, you demonstrate wisdom on
how to live in peace.

Congenital Disadvantages
Difficulty in dealing with pressure
If you have a job full of pressure or if you have to live
a stressful life, it certainly is not appropriate for
you.
Too enthusiastic
The classic wisdom is to hope for the best but to
prepare for the worst. Gearing up for an adverse
situation is not a bad idea. You might escape a
crisis.
Impatient
When you say through the mouth, it is easy to be
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patient, but it is difficult sometimes. You need a able to yourself.
calm mind and a peaceful heart.
Career Forecast
Best business partner: Tiger & Horse
Changing your environment may not be a bad idea,
Soulmate: Rabbit
but you must conduct all necessary research first.
Stay away: Dragon, Goat & Ox
Having your own business is also a viable option this
Good luck timing: 3AM to 7AM & 11AM to 1PM
year, but you must be prepared and, more imporBad luck timing: 7AM to 9AM & 1PM to 3PM
tantly, you must be able to handle all of the pressure.
2002
Overall Forecast
Love Forecast
It's a nightmare for some of you in 2021. However, This year's love energy is slightly stronger than
in 2022, you will feel as if you are lying on a beach usual. Therefore, it is still worthwhile to enjoy it. If
in a tropical paradise. The warm sun and your you are still single, now is the time to expand your
favorite beverage will always be with you. It's time network and socialize more frequently. This year,
for you to unwind and savor the moment.
you should encounter more romance.
Wealth Forecast
This year should not be bad. Simply avoid being
excessively greedy or taking on excessive risk.
There are ample options for you to make money.
Simply choose something you enjoy and are comfortable with. Investments in both the long and
short term should be considered. Occasionally,
those experts may state something that you
disagree with; simply follow your heart and trust
yourself. Because you should be solely account-

Family Forecast
There is a possibility that your family will require
your assistance in order to spend additional money.
Avoid being stingy. If it is truly necessary to spend,
then spend. The funds will pop back up.
Health Forecast
Take caution with the digestion issue. Including
more greens in your meals and avoiding overly heavy
foods.
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Congenital Advantages
Easygoing
You are always a kind and easygoing person,
regardless of your socioeconomic level. On the
appearance, it seems like you are unconcerned
about things. But, underneath it all, you are a
helpful and warm-blooded individual who only
needs some time to warm up.
Gentle
You understand how to employ mild methods. On
the surface, you appear to have no interest in the
world and no objectives. In reality, this is the trick
you employ to eliminate your adversary. This kind
of sensitivity is something you're used to. Pretending to be weak and numb so that your opponent is helpless.
Self-protected
Having calm, cautious and astute characteristics,
you have a persistently reliable and consistent
attitude. This is especially beneficial to your
investment.

Responsible
You will undoubtedly accomplish a task once you
have committed to it, no matter how tough it may
be. When combined with your personality trait of
preferring to accomplish things on your own, you
constitute a reliable companion.
Sympathetic
When there is injustice or sorrow, you want to help
from the bottom of your heart. Friends around
you will feel much better if you are willing to provide more affection.
Optimistic
You seem to know how to keep a positive attitude in
the midst of adversity, and you seem to be able to
handle it well.

Congenital Disadvantages
Impatience
You will be more successful if you can be more
patient. Despite the fact that life is precious and
short, you must be extremely vigilant for good
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things to happen.

favorable this year, there is a chance that you will
suffer an unexpected loss, and that loss will not be
Go you own way
insignificant. Take caution when confronted with a
You have your own approach of dealing with issues.
thief or robbery. Even if something does occur, the
It could be very different from others at times, but
best course of action is to remain safe.
it is your own style. It might not be such a horrendous idea to go your own way. But all you have to Career Forecast
do now is recognize it.
Make the most of this year's favorable timing. Any
change you desire, seize it and give it serious conEasy to trust
sideration. There is plenty of room for growth in your
Despite your brilliance, you have a tendency to
current job position. And now is the time for you to
place too much trust in people who may eventually
do something extraordinary.
fail you.
Love Forecast
Best business partner: Rabbit & Goat
This year's love energy is extremely strong. If you're
Soulmate: Tiger
still on the lookout for someone, keep an open mind.
Stay away: Snake, Monkey & Pig
Don't pass up any potential good opportunity.
Good luck timing: 3AM to 7AM & 1PM to 3PM
Bad luck timing: 9AM to 11AM & 3PM to 5PM
Family Forecast
You should make every effort to avoid unnecessary
2002
conflict. Be more patient with them and demonOverall Forecast
strate genuine concern for them.
Everything seems to be quite nice to you this year.
Lots of new opportunities occur. Just take extra Health Forecast
care if you need to go for a long trip. Be careful for Be careful of minor accident and make sure you
your valuable belongings and ID.
have your insurance to cover the potential risk. Drive
safe.
Wealth Forecast
Although your financial fortunes are generally
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Personal Consultation
Recognizing your life's potential will undoubtedly aid you in accomplishing your objectives.
The significance is widely recognized. To assist you in gaining complete access, we utilize the
five components listed below to assist you in discovering your true self.
(1) BaZi Destiny Analysis
It is based on your birth time and date, which transformed into the associated Celestial Stems and
Earthly Branches. This provides a clear picture of
your innate potential, congenital strengths and
weaknesses, and life patterns at various ages.
Additionally, BaZi indicates your financial fortune,
career path, health, family status, parents, marriage, children, friendship, and reputation. It
enables you to gain a holistic understanding of
your situation.
(2) Face Reading
Face Reading in the traditional sense is extremely
informative. Not only does it depict your congenital
status, but it also depicts your current situation and
any unexpected circumstances that may arise. Face
Reading enables you to gain a better understanding
of your current situation.
(3) Palms Reading
Traditional palm reading is another excellent way to
gain insight into yourself. It not only provides information about your congenital status, but also about
your current circumstances and the possibility of a
life-changing event. Additionally, it preserved the
most authentic and unaltered data possible (Even
though you might done a plastic operation on your
face, on your palms you will never do it). Palm Reading is extremely beneficial for gaining a better understanding of your current circumstances and potential changes.
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(4) Cellphone Feng Shui
Are you aware that your cellphone number carries intricate Feng Shui energy that has an effect on your financial fortune, career, family, health, romantic relationship, friendship, and other facets of your life?
Once in a while, regardless of how hard you work or how
many approaches you take, something in your life can
always be boosted. You simply lack the knowledge necessary to improve it. Because you're overlooking the
most fundamental but most effective tool in your arsenal: numerical Feng Shui energy from your cellphone. It
has a variety of effects on you. Certain combination of
numbers bring you good fortune, while others bring you
bad luck. Additionally, cellphones are growing in popularity, particularly in the 5G high-speed era, and many
people cannot imagine their lives without them. The
numerical Feng Shui energy of your cell phone will
undoubtedly have a profound effect on you.
In traditional fortune telling, your date of birth, palm
reading, or face reading are all used. However, many
aspects of your life, such as financial wealth, employment, family, health, romantic relationship, friendship,
and reputation, can now be revealed simply by providing your mobile number. Consult Master Alex for additional information.
(5) Divination
In this traditional I-Ching divination, ancient money
coins and a turtle shell are used. It is a one-of-a-kind prediction system that is incredibly accurate. It significantly
assists in filling in any gaps in your life forecast.
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Annual Personal Assessment
It is a more detailed 12-month forecast of your life.
Your financial fortune, career path, health, family
status, parents, marriage, children, friendship, and
reputation, among other factors, will be projected
on a monthly basis. From January to December,
there are separate forecasts. It enables you to gain
a clearer picture of your current and future circumstances.

Corporate Consultation
In order to assist you in achieving ever-greater success, Master Alex provides professional corporate
counseling services that draw on a number of
excellent metaphysics tools. A few examples of
corporate consulting services that we could provide include organizational development & strategy; business transformation; leadership & change
management; market & product analysis; conflict
resolution & mediation; occupational health &
safety; human resource administration & career
transition; and client management. Please get in
touch with us if you require further information.
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Project Consultation
Construction of residential and commercial real
estate projects, international investment projects, management of stakeholders and local
government administration, and more. As long
as we are involved, your success is guaranteed.
Master Alex can assist you with land selection,
community management and architecture,
landscape and interior design, groundbreaking
and construction, sales and marketing, property
management and follow-up, and a variety of
other property development-related services.
Make an appointment for additional information.

Business Advisory

We are well prepared and prepared to assist you
in achieving success in today's dynamic,
demanding, and complex global economy.
Whatever challenges you are facing, we are here
to support you in overcoming them and capitalizing on new potential growth opportunities.
Ascending your business to greater heights, our
team will eliminate the hassles and hardships of
running your business, maximizing its growth
and sustainability. Talk to us now.
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Coaching in Metaphysics Style
Inspiring you to optimize your own personal and professional
potential, Master Alex will accompany you on your journey to
achieve your specific goal. This unique coaching style will
assist you in achieving the desired changes and moving in the
direction of your choice. Additionally, it assists you on all
levels in becoming who you want to be. Please contact us
now for further assistance.

Feng Shui Guide for 2022
Before we go forward, keep in mind that in traditional Feng Shui, North is at the bottom and South
is at the top. As a result, we have East on the left side as the left dragon. On the right hand side, we
have West as a right tiger. It is just like flipping the map 180º.
All 9 flying stars will be in the same position as Later Heaven Bagua in 2022. That means that all
the energy of flying stars, whether auspicious or not, will be amplified. It will overlap like this every
nine years. The flying stars in Later Heaven Bagua, for your information, are not moving. It means
that it will remain this way indefinitely. Every year, however, the yearly flying stars are unique.
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North
This year, the #1 flying star is traveling to the
North. "Tan Lang" is the official moniker for this
#1 flying star. Its five elemental characteristics
are all associated to water. It has to do with
romance, reputation, and academics. It is fortunate to be within the #8 in charge period (20
years period Flying Stars cycle, named as “8
Yun”), which starts in 2004 and ends in 2024.
Regrettably, this year's “3 killings” arise in the
North. Therefore, please keep this area clean and
clear. Ascertain that there is no unnecessary
movement or disturbance in this area.
Water bamboo is suitable to place to the North.
Water bamboo is a living plant; it has the ability to
help neutralize the negative effects of the "3
killings" and to enhance the auspicious water
element associated with the #1 flying star.
North East
In 2022, the #8 flying star will travel to the North
East. The official moniker for this #8 flying star is
"Zuo Fu." Its five elemental property is earth-re-
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lated. #8 flying star is all about financial fortune
and is the best during the "8 Yun" period. To
improve your financial fortune, you must ensure
the involvement of this flying star.
However, you must exercise extreme caution
when using this flying star this year due to the "3
Killings" and "Tai Sui." A portion of the "3
Killings" are located in the North East North
direction, also known as North East 1. "Tai Sui"
is located in the North East East direction, which
is collectively referred to as North East 3. Please
ensure that those areas are kept clean and clear.
Ascertain that this area is free of unnecessary
movement or disturbance.
North East 2 is the only one that is suitable for
use. You could install a water fountain in this
area to boost your financial fortune. The direction
of the water flow MUST be adjusted toward your
bed if you are using it in a residential setting or
your chair if you are using it in a commercial
setting. The water flow should not be directed
toward the restroom, front door, or window. The

water fountain's water quality must be kept clean.
Additionally, please ensure that the water pump is
operating at the lowest possible noise level.
East
This year, the #3 flying star is heading East. The
official moniker for this #3 flying star is "Lu Cun."
The five elemental property embodied is wood
energy. #3 flying star is all about conflict and
litigation, which is inauspicious for the "8 Yun"
period. To eliminate its unfortunate wood energy,
we could use fire to burn it out. We could place a
round Himalayan Salt Lamp in this direction and
leave it on 24 hours a day. The reason for using a
round shape is that round shapes are associated
with metal energy, which may assist in further suppressing the unlucky wood energy. Moreover,
because there is no sharp angle for round sharp,
there is no unlucky incisive "Sha Qi" (inauspicious energy) involved. Because the salt lamp is
formed of earth energy, it will attract any negative
woody energy to attack it, so weakening woody
energy. Additionally, the continuous lighting 24
hours a day provides sufficient fire energy to extinguish the unfavorable woody energy.
South East
The #4 flying star is heading South East this year.
"Wen Qu" is the official moniker for this #4 flying
star. Wood energy is a five-element property
embodied. The #4 flying star is all about romance,
education, and advancement, all of which are
auspicious during the "8 Yun" period. Four pieces
of sturdy water bamboo could be placed in this
area to amplify the energy of the lucky wood.
South
This year, the #9 flying star is heading South. The
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official moniker for this #9 flying star is "You Bi."
The five-element property embedded is fire
energy. The #9 flying star is all about romance,
happiness, and "Pian Cai." "Pian Cai" is a
unique concept that is not synonymous with
financial fortune. It refers to the good fortune
associated with earning money through pure
chance. #9 is extremely auspicious during the "8
Yun" period, ranking as the second most auspicious star, directly behind #8. To amplify the auspicious fire energy of #9, we could add additional
fire energy here, such as something red or lighting. Alternatively, we could incorporate some
wood energy here, such as something green, as
wood element could generates fire element.
South West
This year, the #2 flying star is traveling in a
South-Westerly direction. "Ju Men" is the official
moniker for this #2 flying star. Earth energy is the
five-element property embedded. The #2 flying
star is all about illness and medical concerns.
During this pandemic season, we must take extra
precautions to counteract this extremely unlucky
energy. For the South West West location, also
known as SW3, this year's "Sui Po" is flying over
there. We must exercise extreme caution in this
SW3 neighborhood.
We should make every effort to avoid the South
West corner. In an ideal world, the bedroom, front
door, home office, and kitchen would all be located outside of this area. Otherwise, please keep
this area tidy and clean. Ascertain that there are
no sharp objects present. Boost the number of
metal decoration in the area to counteract the
unlucky earth energy.

One final piece of advice: do not include your
medical result in this section.

ker for this #5 flying star. Earth energy is composed of its five element. The #5 flying star is all
about tragedy and catastrophe. It possesses the
most destructive potential. Certainly, we have
made an effort to minimize our use of this area.
Placing additional metal elements would assist
in mitigating the negative effect.

West
The #7 flying star is traveling to the West this
year. The official moniker for this #7 flying star is
"Po Jun." Metal energy is a five-element property that is incorporated. The #7 flying star is associated with thievery and robbery, which is
unlucky for the "8 Yun" era. We could use still
water here to counteract the unlucky metal
energy. You could simply leave a cup of fresh
water out and replace it daily. It would be beneficial.
Courtesy advise: No safe or investment proposal
should be placed in this area.
North West
This year, the #6 flying star is heading North
West. The official moniker for this #6 flying star is
"Wu Qu." Metal energy embodies a five-element
property. The #6 flying star is all about reputation, advancement within the discipline force,
travel, and change. Which is fortunate for the "8
Yun" period. To amplify the auspicious metal
energy, we could add additional metal elements
here. Alternatively, we could incorporate an earth
element to generate auspicious metal energy.
However, one must bear in mind that a portion of
the "Three Killings" is located in the North West
North direction, commonly known as NW3. Avoid
touching this area.
Central
The #5 flying star is located in the center of your
house this year. "Lian Zhen" is the official moni-
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2023 Flying star, "3 Killings,"
"Tai Sui," and "Sui Po"

All those flying stars, "3 Killings," "Tai Sui," and "Sui Po," will relocate every year. We
will expand on this later.
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Feng Shui Tips for Increasing Business
and Abundance in 2022
Water Fountain
Placing a water fountain in NE2 or South, or
both, is a time-honored and effective method of
boosting your financial fortune. However, there
are a few points to which you should pay close
attention.
In the direction of North East, "3 Killings" is
located in the North East North direction,
also known as North East 1. "Tai Sui" is
located in the direction of North East East,
also known as North East 3. Kindly keep
those areas tidy and clean. Ascertain that
there is no unnecessary movement or disturbance in this area. DO NOT place water fountains at NE1 or NE3.

you are using it in a retail store, the direction
of the water flow MUST be adjusted toward
the cashier.
The direction of the water flow should not be
toward the restroom, front door, or window.

Only NE2 is suitable for use. You could install
a water fountain in this area at an auspicious
time and date to enhance your financial
fortune.

The water quality of the water fountain must
be maintained at all times.
Please ensure that the water pump is operating at the lowest possible noise level.

There are no significant constraints in the
South direction.
If you are using it in a residential setting, the
direction of the water flow MUST be adjusted
toward your bed; if you are using it in a commercial setting, the direction of the water
flow MUST be adjusted toward your chair; if
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A Painting Depicting the Sun
Hanging appropriate paintings in your home or
office can not only enhance the aesthetics of the
space, but also your wealth and overall luck.
A painting depicting the sun is quite appropriate, as the sun is brimming with energy and has
the potential to bring us hope and happiness.
Here's a query. A photograph of a sun, but we
have no idea whether it is rising or setting.
If you conduct regular business, I recommend
hanging the sun image on the East side, implying a sun rise. A pleasant morning greets you,
and you have an entire energetic day ahead of
you to complete your tasks.
If you are performing an unusual act. Assume
your business is a nightclub, bar, or any other
type of business that requires nighttime operations. The sun image should be hung on the
West side. Because once the sun has set, it is
nighttime, and your business is about to begin.
You can choose a picture of a mature wheat field
because it symbolizes the harvesting of your
business, especially if your zodiac sign is Rat,
Ox, Rabbit, Horse, Goat, Rooster, or Pig.
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A Painting of the Bridge and the Water
If your job requires you to act as a middleman,
salesperson, or in any other capacity that
requires you to bring two other parties together.
The following image, which features a bridge
and water, is an excellent choice.
Consider this photograph of the Golden Gate
Bridge. To begin, water is associated with financial fortune in traditional Feng Shui. Thus, a
photograph of deep, still, clean, and clear water
denotes good financial fortune. And this Golden
Gate Bridge is particularly significant, as it
implies your role as this bridge. You connect the
buyer and seller (or two parties) and complete
the transaction. You, like the Golden Gate
Bridge, value steel that is strong, solid, dependable, and long-lasting.
In 2022, you could hang this image on the South
side, as the #9 flying star will be traveling South
this year. During the "8 Yun" period, the #9
flying star is extremely auspicious, ranking as
the second most auspicious star, directly behind
#8. And it is in charge of the "Pian Cai," a novel
concept that is not synonymous with financial
prosperity. It is a term that refers to the good
fortune that comes with earning money solely by
chance. To assist you in your middle man role,
the #9 flying star will facilitate you in closing the
deal and amassing a large fortune.
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Home Office Feng Shui Tips for 2022
Before we discuss Feng Shui for the home office,
it is necessary to review the fundamentals of the
Feng Shui concept. Four Ancient Animals are the
foundation of Feng Shui.
Historically, Traditional Feng Shui was primarily
concerned with the "Yin House," which is the
tomb or grave in which filial children and grandchildren bury their deceased elders, parents, or
grandparents in the auspicious Feng Shui location known as the "Long Xue" (the auspicious
energy point). Thus allowing their bodies to rest in
a comfortable position. After a long period of
development, Feng Shui now focuses primarily on
the "Yang House," that is the space occupied by
living beings, which includes residential, commercial, retail and industrial properties. However,
the fundamental principle of the Four Ancient
Animals continues to apply.
“Long Xue” is surrounded and protected by the
East dragon in the left hand size; the West tiger in
the right hand size; the front phoenix in the anterior; and the rear “Xuan Wu” (which is a creature
combine the turtle and snake together) in the
back as support. So for your home office setting,
it is better to fulfil this Four Ancient Animals concept.
To better understand the concept of the Four
Ancient Animals, we could examine the following
chairs.
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On the left are chairs without a back or arms,
which are considered to be Bad Feng Shui chairs.
Why? Consider that you must sit in those chairs
for the duration of your day. What are your
thoughts? Perhaps you will soon experience
backache. Nowadays, an increasing number of
fast food restaurants and coffee shops feature
chairs similar to this one. Why? Because they
don't want you to spend the entire day here. They
desire an increase in transactions.
On the right is a standard office chair with a supportive back and comfortable arms. You could sit
in this chair for an extended period of time and
still feel comfortable, as it is considered a good
Feng Shui chair. And this office chair is an excellent illustration of the concept of the Four Ancient
Animals.

Back Support
The back support is critical for our home office.
Without the back support, similar to how you are
seated in the above left hand side chair, you are
extremely uncomfortable. Here are a few points to
consider:
Your home office's back wall should be solid. It is
inadvisable to have a window directly behind you.
Allowing someone to walk behind you is also
inappropriate, as they will disturb you and jeopardize your own privacy.
A book shelf brimming with books relevant to your
profession is appropriate, particularly if you are
an attorney, doctor, dentist, architect, accountant, or professor.... Because knowledge is the
best ally you can have in your profession.
You could also attach your professional certificates and licenses to the back, as these documents serve as proof of your profession.
You can also place some round shape awards or
awards without a sharp angle pointing at your
back.
Thank you letters or letters of appreciation are
also an excellent choice for the back, as they
serves as an affirmation of your previous efforts.
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Left Dragon & Right Tiger
A comfortable office chair with arms is critical.
Ascertain that your left and right sides are free of
active pathways or stairs, particularly upward
stairs, as disruptions can easily occur and affect
your working environment.

Desk & Front Phoenix
If your seat is facing a wall, this is not a good
choice because it will cause you unnecessary
stress. Unnecessary strain or even anxiety may
develop. When you read a traditional Kung Fu
novel, you will discover that the master Shi Fu will
punish his apprentice by forcing him to face a
wall and review his error if the apprentice has
committed a catastrophic mistake.
If there is a window directly in front of your desk, it
may help to broaden your vision and provide
refreshment. If there is a view of the ocean, river,
or swimming pool, this is ideal, as nice water is
considered as money fortune in Feng Shui. Alternatively, if you have a garden view outside, this is
not a bad option.
Your desk should be neither too small nor too
large. If the workspace is too small, you will lack
sufficient space to work. If it is too large, it will
take up unnecessary space.
Avoid exposing any sharp objects, such as a
sharp pencil, scissors, or letter opener, by covering their sharp edge or angle. It is a safety concern.
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A family photograph is one option for adorning
your desk. Your family is unquestionably the
source of your energy. You work extremely hard
for a variety of reasons, one of which is that you
want to provide the best for your lovely family.
Thus, a family photograph can serve as a reminder to keep going. When you are exhausted, taking
a look at your family photograph may re-energize
you and enable you to continue fighting for your
family's future.
You could place your goal on your desk or directly
in front of you. It acts as a motivator to keep you
going.
The Lucky Mascot is also appropriate to place in
front of you, as it is your lucky source and will
bring you positive energy.

Upstairs & Downstairs
This is something lots of people will ignore, but it is
so important.
Ensure that your direct upstairs is not a bathroom, as we do not want that filthy water to hit
you hidey.
Ensure that your direct downstairs is not a stove,
as we do not want the stove fire to burn you
hidey.
Additional Factors to Consider
Your Home Office should not be too small, as
you will require adequate workspace.
Your Home Office should not be excessively
large, as this will allow the auspicious "Qi" to
escape.
Your Home Office should not be completely
devoid of windows.
Sunlight should be allowed to enter.
Ventilation should be adequate.
Your Home Office should not have an excessive
number of doors, as this will allow the auspicious "Qi" to escape.
A door lock should be installed in your Home
Office to safeguard your privacy and business
secrets.
Avoid placing the mirror too close to your desk.
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The ceiling should not be set too low, as this may
result in unnecessary stress.
If there are any leaks, please repair them immediately. Because it is detrimental to your financial fortune.
In 2022, the best location for a home office is
South, due to the presence of the #9 flying star.
The worst location is South West, as this area is
occupied by #2 flying star.

Business Meeting Feng Shui Tips for 2022
The underlying theory is based on a well-known
date selection book. The original is as follows:
《廣盛曆》曰：“歲破者，太歲所衡之辰
也。其地不可興造、移徙、嫁娶、遠行，
犯者主損財物及害家長。惟戰伐向之吉。”
The following is a brief translation:
“Sui Po”, according to "Guang Sheng Li," is the
polar opposite of "Tai Sui." It should be prohibited
from constructing, relocating, marrying, or traveling long distances. The offenders will cause
damage to their property and will cause distress to
their parents. Fighting in this direction is the only
feasible alternative."
In today's business battles, if we need to negotiate
with an opponent, we would use the "Tai Sui" and
"Sui Po" concepts to our advantage. Therefore, if
you wish to arrange a meeting, you could seat in
the auspicious "Tai Sui" direction of NE3 in 2022.
And coerce your adversary into taking the inauspicious "Sui Po" direction, which is SW3 in 2022.
If you want to boost your luck even more, you can
choose your own lucky time and date for the meeting to begin. Alternatively, contact us for assistance.
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Master Bedroom Feng Shui Tips for 2022
Are you aware that your bed is critical in a Feng
Shui setting? There is a well-known slogan in
traditional Feng Shui that states: "The front
door, bedroom, and kitchen are the most critical
areas in a Feng Shui setting." As you might
imagine, the average person sleeps eight hours
per day. Which means that one-third of our time
is spent in bed. We spend one-third of our lives in
bed. Are you cognizant of how pivotal your bed
is? Therefore, if our bed is Feng Shui compliant,
we do not need to do anything other than lay
down each night and bathe in a favorable Feng
Shui atmosphere. That is incredible.

Your bed requires a proper headboard.
It is ideal to have a solid wall behind your bed for
nighttime support.
Unsatisfactory is a window on the back wall.
Especially in the winter, even if you close all the
windows behind you, you may always feel the
wind shaking behind you for the full period of
the night.

On the other hand, if your bed's Feng Shui
element is miserable. Each and every night, you
are afflicted by the heinous Feng Shui energy.
One-third of your life is being tortured by this
deplorable Feng Shui energy. It's heartbreaking.
Please fit it for your own benefit.

Please ensure that there is no excessive movement behind that wall. That is a case in Hong
Kong where I assisted my client with Feng Shui.
There is a couple who constantly complain about
having bad dreams and having difficulty sleeping at night. Feng Shui is not an issue in their
master bedroom, as they have previously hired
various Feng Shui masters. Finally, this couple
hired me to assist them in resolving the issue.
When I probe their back wall, I detect an abnormal vibration. Following a closer examination,

Four Ancient Animals concept also applicable to
your bed.
Back Support
Without a proper back support, your bed is similar to sitting in a chair without a backrests. It is
highly impractical and would not last long; consequently, other issues may arise. Here are a few
suggestions:
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the elevator shaft is located directly behind their
back wall. As you might imagine, the elevator is
constructed of steel and runs up and down
behind you. The abrupt and rapid change in the
electromagnetic field behind you will undoubtedly have an effect on you. And this is the primary reason they have a restless night's sleep
every single night. The best course of action is to
reposition their bed and redecorate their master
bedroom.
Picture should not hang at the back wall. If there
is earthquake or the hang is not secured, the
fallen picture frame is for sure a risk.
Left Dragon & Right Tiger
As with the arm rests of your office chair, night
stands on both sides with adequate lighting are
recommended.

Bed & Front Phoenix
On top of your bed, a beam, a sloping ceiling, a bulky fan, and bulky lighting are all
inappropriate. We don't want anything to
disturb your sleep or cause you undue
stress.
If you cannot avoid a beam or a sloping ceiling. It'll still simply rest on top of your bed;
a canopy bed is an excellent solution.

Warm lighting that is slightly yellow in color and
has a 2700K color temperature rating is recommended for the bedroom because the warm and
soothing glow it emits creates a mellow, relaxing environment. It's ideal for the most private
area of your home. 3000K color temperature
rating is ideal for living rooms, as it produces a
soft white light and looks fantastic.
Your bed should be accessible from both sides.
It is a sign of respect for you and your spouse.
We will calculate the optimal entering direction
for your bed this year during our Advanced Feng
Shui Consultation. It will boost your overall luck
level even more.
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At the end of the bed, if there is sufficient
space, a bench is an excellent option. Not
only does it provide additional convenience and seating space, but it also protects your bed by containing the auspicious
"Qi."
Upstairs and Downstairs
Identical to the theory used in the home office
session. Please refer to it for additional information.
Additional Factors to Consider
Mirrors should not be kept near your bed.
There should be no sharp objects in your
bedroom.
Avoid excessive use of cold materials, such
as a massive marble rock desk.
Holy relics, religious artifacts, or Buddha
statues are not encouraged in your room.
Given that your room is a private and
intimate space, please store those holy
relics in a dignified manner.
Plants should not be kept in bedrooms
because they will compete with you for
oxygen during the night.
Too colorful or grandiose is not appropriate
for a bedroom, as the primary purpose is
for you to rest.
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Feng Shui Tips
for Landscapes & Garden Designs
Multiple Levels

There is much to say about creating an enchanting outdoor space. Due to space constraints, we
were only able to discuss a few noteworthy
topics.

Various levels of landscape
design have the potential to
create a great deal of visual
interest. However, there is one
overarching principle: level
up. The landscape should be
the lowest layer on the outside. And it continues all the
way up until we reach the end
of your yard.

Cactus
Planting any spiny plant requires extreme caution, as we do not want anyone to be harmed by
the prickles. In Asia, I occasionally use cactus
as a Feng Shui element. The reason for using
cactus is to conceal an odious object outside
the front entrance. Thus, I will utilize the prickles on the cactus to expel negative energy. To
protect those who use the pathway, a small
plant will be placed on the side and a large
plant at the back.

Climbing Plant
Overgrown climbing plants are a serious issue as
they can accumulate an excessive amount of "Yin
Qi," which is inauspicious energy. Numerous unexpected issues, such as an affair or financial loss,
may arise.

Plant Wall
It is a wise decision to secure your home for
privacy and security reasons. This green wall
contains living energy and can be used to add a
living element to your home as well. Please
ensure that the green wall does not have any
empty spaces or withered leaves.
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Feng Shui Tips
for Finding True Love
To the vast majority of us, love is absolutely necessary. We can combine #9 flying star and pink/red
roses to increase our chances of meeting Mr or Mrs
Right.
Outside your house, if you live alone, you could
plant some roses in the South section of your
garden this year. If you do not live alone, proceed
with caution as you may not wanted to raise the
overall loving energy directed toward other
family members. Additionally, the annual #9
flying star is different each year. Planting roses in
pots enables them to be easily relocated.
This year, you could place fresh roses in the
South corner of your own bedroom. The quantity
of roses is exquisite; it corresponds to your BaZi.
Fake flowers should be avoided because they are
associated with relationships without a happy
ending.
Advanced Feng Shui Consultation or even Ultimate Feng Shui Consultation are excellent
choices for further enhancing your own loving
energy. Contact us for more details.
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Feng Shui Tips
for Harmony Family Relationship
Rectangular tables should be avoided
in order to create a harmonious family
atmosphere. Unnecessary stress may
build up as you sit opposite a family
member. As if two countries full of contradictions sat down to negotiate a
trade deal. This type of confrontational relationship is obviously unsuitable
for your family.

A round table is preferable for families that already have a lot of squabbles. You and your family members
are seated next to each other. They
are similar to your ally. Stress and
conflict could be reduced.

The annual #3 flying star, which is the
star of argument, should be suppressed
even more. In 2022, more round shapes
and metal items will be needed to fill the
East corner, as metal can inhibit the
inauspicious woody element. More fire
elements, such as warm lighting and red
color items, should also be placed in the
East corner. It will aid in the burning of the
inauspicious woody element.
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Advanced Feng Shui Consultation
There are four aspects to consider when
conducting a general Feng Shui consultation.

more comprehensive Feng Shui setting
through the Ultimate Feng Shui Consultation, which includes additional information on each section. Please visit our website for the Ultimate Feng Shui Consultation – "QI MEN DUN JIA" & "Xie Zi Fa" for
additional information.

(1) External factors.
It is a comprehensive concept that takes into
consideration the surrounding mountain,
ocean, lake, river, swimming pool, overall
community condition, road condition, neighborhood building condition, architectural
and floor plan design, interior design, landscape design, and more.
(2) Qi
It is the energy flow. The QI is managed
primarily through the use of 24 Mountains
and Flying Stars during this session.
(2A) 24 Mountains.
The South direction, for example, ranges
from 157.6º to 202.5º. As a professional
Feng Shui Master, I'll question how far
South you're talking when you say your
house is South Facing. Because the South
is such a broad idea. We shall divide each
direction into three little portions in order
to calculate more precisely. South is divided into three sections: South 1, South 2,
and South 3. Previously, the South direction was measured as being completely
45º wide. Now we'll move on to South 1,
which has a total 15º measurement. It is
more accurate. Naturally, you can obtain a

(2B) Flying Stars
One of the most effective Feng Shui tools
is the 9 Flying Stars. The combination of
Flying Stars below will be considered
together.
Later Heaven Bagua Flying Stars
20 Years Period Flying Stars
Mountain Side Flying Stars
Water Side Flying Stars
Yearly Flying Stars
(2C) “Shen Sha”
Including yearly “Tai Sui”, “Sui Po” & “3
Killings”.
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(3) Time & Date Selection.
If you have an important task to complete,
selecting the most appropriate time and
day is critical. It is unfortunate that people
are prone to overlooking such an important instrument. If you choose an unlucky
time to move into your lovely new home,
you may find yourself in an unexpected
situation. There is a chance that something
will go wrong if you schedule your new
business's grand opening at an inopportune time. In the event that you get married, have an operation, or go through a
legal proceeding at an inauspicious time,
who knows what kind of unexpected events
may occur?
The importance of choosing the right time
and date is vital since it will provide you
with a bargaining chip for your success.
But, more importantly, it must be compatible with your BaZi (your time and date of
birth).
(4) Your BaZi.
In Feng Shui, a house is good, yet it may
not be suitable for everyone. Does that
make sense? Of course. Because every
person is unique, our BaZi (birth time and
date) are also unique. As a result, your
BaZi must be calculated and matched to
your home. As a result, the Feng Shui setup
could be successful. Certain modifications
will have to be made if this is not the case.
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Calendar for the Year 2022

We would like to express our gratitude for downloading this Feng Shui guide. If you require
additional information or assistance, please do not hesitate to contact us.

Master Alex Zi
Tel: +1 (626) 877-8628
Address： 300 South Garfield Ave, Suite 104, Monterey Park, CA, USA 91754
Website: http://www.masteralexzi.com
Email: Masteralexzi68@gmail.com
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